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2share is an application for Windows
that allows you to mount removable
devices as an image to check out files
or folders contained in the image. It
also gives you the possibility to
browse the files you want and create
folders and copy files to another
computer. After connecting a device,
an icon appears in the Windows
Explorer window, which you can open
in order to browse the image and its
files. You can copy files or folders into
your computer, using the integrated



window where you can browse
through the image content, as well as
create empty folders and view their
content. It doesn't have a calendar
feature and the search function isn't
very helpful, although you can import
the tags the device itself has. The
software has a very intuitive interface
that provides all the features you
could possibly need. We would have
liked to see a better search function,
as well as a calendar, but the good
news is that it doesn't affect the
overall performance. We tested it for
about 20 minutes and didn't



experience any lag or the computer's
crash. 2share Description: Xsplit
Broadcaster is a multi-purpose
program that lets you broadcast your
desktop to multiple systems. You can
easily record your screen, webcam,
desktop and audio streams. The
interface is easy to use and settings
are saved in a.xml file that can be
easily updated on the fly. You can
easily configure different outputs,
including a webcam. The software
comes with free community versions,
which are good, but a paid version is
also available. Both versions are



available for Windows and Mac OS X.
If you need a multipurpose screen
recorder, Xsplit Broadcaster is the
tool you need. Xsplit Broadcaster
Software Features: Google Product
Search is a free Google Search app
that helps you to find useful
information quickly and easily. You
can search through thousands of
product reviews, ratings, and videos
with just a couple of clicks. The app
also allows you to share the results
and let your friends know about the
best products for your money. This is
a Google Chrome app, so if you're a



regular Chrome user, you'll feel right
at home. You can quickly sign in to
your Google account and search right
from the app's toolbar. The interface
is very intuitive and you can filter the
results by category, popularity, price,
release date and more. Google
Product Search App Features: Virtual
DVDs is a unique application that lets
you view DVD disc images with their
menus intact. You can watch the
entire DVD disc on your
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- Portable version of dtouch that
allows to change timestamps of files
and folders in batch mode. - The
timestamps of files and folders are
changed by adding or subtracting
time (in days, hours, minutes and
seconds). - Drag and drop files and
folders to the task list. - Reset time
settings: - User interface and
interface elements designed in style
of MS DOS. - Executable file is for
Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1
and 10. - Free of charge. - Run



Portable dtouch without installation. -
No changes made to system registry,
no external components needed to
run. - Auto-updates second file (.ini
format) to remember settings on exit.
- You can define more than one task
and it will be shown in task list. -
Users who used this program can
write their feedback, suggestions and
ideas in free time. Русский перевод
получили от молодой студии -
mp3Используются только
пользователи с iTunes. Reviews:
Best application ever! 11.04.2019
Reviewer: Jose Alves - 1 review(s)



Highly recommend. A true blessing
for me to have found this application.
It was a great application 15.07.2019
Reviewer: Jason - United States Love
the way it works. It's simple to use
and it does exactly what it says it will.
How to manage dates and
timestamps? 11.04.2019 Reviewer:
Andrea - 1 review(s) I was looking for
a way to change file timestamps in
batch mode. I couldn't find any thing
like that, then I found this. I was
surprised that it has a portable
version too. Thank you for this.
Trusted Reviews won't contact you.



12.04.2019 Reviewer: Wil - 1
review(s) Trusted Reviews shows this
when you use the app. This is a great
product. Portable dtouch is an easy-
to- 2edc1e01e8
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Are you tired of losing your precious
time? If so, then you have come to the
right place, because you are in the
right place. KEYMACRO is an easy-to-
use portable macro recorder for both
Windows and Mac users that lets you
record your actions and automate
them with a single click. It doesn't
require advanced user skills and can
be used by anyone. The user-friendly
interface will impress even novice
users, and all the actions performed
with KEYMACRO can be edited and



adapted to your own needs by simply
adding or subtracting characters
from a macro. KEYMACRO supports
macros that record all the actions
performed on the keyboard, from
pressing the key to selecting and
copying text and files, and adding or
subtracting characters from an
existing text to searching on the
computer. The macro recorder
supports the following actions: -
Record all the actions performed on
the keyboard by pressing one or more
keys. - Save or open the files in your
computer (they are shown on the



main window of KEYMACRO). - Run a
batch file or command. - Insert text
and files into a document,
spreadsheet, webpage, etc. - Edit an
existing file or text. - Search for files,
text, emails, etc. - Open or create
folders in a designated location. -
Move the files from one location to
another. - Copy files, folders, etc. -
Delete files. - Add or subtract
characters from a text. - Open a web
page. - Save an HTML file. - Run an
application and automatically open
the file from the Start Menu. - Send
an email with an attached file. - Print



an image. - Create a slide show. - Run
a batch file. - Run a command or an
exe. - Add or subtract characters from
the path of a file. - Press a key with a
modifier. - Launch a program. - Print
the current date and time. - Exit
KEYMACRO. You will be delighted
with the user-friendly interface that
allows you to perform all the actions
in a quick and simple way. It doesn't
require a specific knowledge of any
programming language and no
programming skills are needed to
easily add and edit the actions. The
interface lets you change the speed of



the recording and the number of
characters that are saved. If you use
Mac, you can use KEYMACRO as a
full-screen app with Split Pane
windows, which
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What's New in the?

Key Features: · Easy-to-use interface
and powerful options · Supports file
and folder timestamps · Supports
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multiple files · Supports date and
time modifications · Auto-updates
timestamps on exit · Useful and
intuitive interface · Supports multiple
options · Includes help files · Portable
and easy to install · Inbuilt calculator
to calculate modification · Does not
make changes in system registry ·
Works with NTFS file systems · Does
not make changes to date and time on
disk · Auto-updates timestamps on
exit · Optimized for speed · Does not
need administrator rights · No
external components or registry keys
are modified · Used disk space



depends on the number of files and
folders added to the list · Easily
modified timestamps of multiple files
and folders · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports
future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports file and folder
timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports
future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports files and folders



timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports
future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports files and folder
timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports
future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports files and folder
timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports



future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports files and folder
timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports
future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports files and folder
timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports
future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports files and folder



timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports
future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports files and folder
timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date as timestamp · Supports
future date as timestamp · Supports
time values: days, hours, minutes,
seconds · Supports files and folder
timestamps · Supports both relative
and absolute timestamps · Supports
current date



System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: OSX 10.9.0 Processor:
Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz Memory: 2GB
RAM Recommended: Processor: Intel
Core i5 or Intel i7 Memory: 4GB RAM
(2GB for the minimum, 4GB for the
recommended) Terms of Use: Credits:
Autobahn is free and open source,
share
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